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Knowledge, however, is about learning and personal growth above and
beyond the minimum. Seeking knowledge means taking yout life efCperiences
and new developments in your career field, and combifling that vital knowl-'
edge with your basic education in order to further improve your performance
as a, Notary. Education will give you a basic grounding in what you need to
know to perform your functions as a.,Not
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To help illustrate the difference, let's look at tWo No.pries;who work in
the same shopping center. Both have completedt!Je l?~~<;:tf
'gryquired
to
be commissioned in their stat~. The first Notary, noweVer, h
en content
to work without any further training. The second Notary regularly checks the
Web site of the secretary of state for new developments in his state's Notary
laws and procedures.
A signer approaches the first Notary and asks for a jurat on a legal
document. The Notary watches the document being signed, administers
an oath, and completes the certificate wording and journal entry properly.
The signer thanks him and leaves. All correct, so far, accordin~ to the
basics. However...
. .. A signer with the same type of document asks for a jurat from the sec~
and Notary, whose eyebrows go up. "I just read about a new change in state
law," Notary Two says. "For this document to be accepted, 1 need to see
photo !D, nave you swear an oath and use a new form of jurat."
Notary Two examines the ID carefully and completes the rest of the notarization. The signer didn't know about the law change and thanks Notary
Two for helping him avoid the headache of having the document rejected
because of an incorrect jurat form.
Notary One's signer, on the other hand, comes back a few days later, having had her document returned because Notary One didn't complete the
identification requirement and used the wrong jurat form. "Hey, I'm so
Notary One said. "How was 1 to, know? It'siia
Notary One's mistake was that he relied too much on his basic educa'lon
to carry him through any situation. It didn't occur to him that state laws could
change in the period since he completed his education as a qew Notary
Public. Notary Two, on the other hand, prepared/for tilts coqtii1ge1'1~.
Because he regularly sough,t out knowledge of new developments from
state's regulating agency, he was prepared for the'change in procedure and
performed his duties correctly.
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'Ministerial,'
Not 'Ignorant'
One of the most important attributes of
the Notary Public office is the Notary's ministerial nature, which means that Notaries do
not advise signers about the documents
being notarized. However, ministerial duti~s
do not mandate that Notaries shun kno
.

edge about the documents they encount< ..

or the businesses they work with - in fact,
the opposite is true. An uninformed Notary,
when confronted with an unusual situation,
is far more likely to make a mistake through
ignorance. -A knowledgeable Notary, on the
other hand, is more likely to properly handle ambiguous or questionable issues during
a notarization.
Notaries shouldn't assume that signers or
employers will be aware and inform them if
there are special circumstances involved in
notarizing a document. Few signers and
businesses have a clear idea of the complexities of notarization, especially when it
comes to documents sent between different
states. In fact, signers and businesses more
commonly rely on Notaries to understand
the process of notarization and protect them
from fraud, Margolis pointed out.
"You trust Notaries to know what they
are doing," she said. "For example, there are
so many people taking care of elderly parents. You can't grant a power of attorney to
your children without notarization. It's a
potential area for fraud. People rely on the
Notary to protect them."
Do The Best You Can Your Responsibility
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